
         GENERAL NOTES: - FIXTURE TO BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN. 
          - FOLLOW ALL LOCAL AND NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODES.

.1.     (See Fig.1) Unscrew canopy cover ”C” from canopy ”A” .

.2. Run supply wires through center hole in canopy ”A” and attach canopy to the  J-box.

.3. (See Fig.4) .Loosen the steel cable, if necessary, then guide base “P” into the top hole of the diffuser 
and match it with the lower structure “M”upwised inside the  diffuser as shown. Take care  to guide 
the three threaded pins “N” through  the corresponding  holes of  base “P”, then secure the two 
parts by tightening the three  thumb screws (Do not use tools).

.4. (See Fig.3) Adjust the diffuser at the desired lenght by stretching the steel  cable  from canopy “A” 
then  lock it on barrel clamp “F”, by a loop inside the two holes as shown,  then tight the two side 
screws.

.5. (See Fig.3) Level the glass by sliding the cable through holes in the fixture canopy “A” and holes in 
the fixture body “P”.When the glass is leveled tighten set screw “G” on fixture body and hex screw 
“E” on canopy with the allen wrench provided.

.6. Install lamp in socket .

.7. (See  Fig.5) Run wire through canopy cover “C” and  through hole “H” in canopy “A” and trough 
wire clamp   " I" then connect it  to the supply wires.

NOTE: Make sure the wire length is not shorter than the suspension cables  such that the fixture is 
hanging from the electrical wire rather than the suspension cables! Leave some excess wire for 
decorative "swag" as shown.

.9. Cut off excess wire leaving enough wire to make wire connections. Then make wire connections.

.10. Run canopy cover “C” up wire and screw into canopy. Make sure plastic wire protection bushing is 
firmly seated in center hole of canopy.

.11. Slide canopy ring “B” up cables and snap over the three spring loaded pins in the fixture canopy “A”.
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For additional information please contact  your local  dealer or 
 LEUCOS USA at: tel. (732) 225-0010  fax (732) 225-0250 
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